INTRODUCTION
Semi-commutations, introduced in [2] , are natural extensions of partial commutations, proposed by Mazurkiewicz [13] as formai tools for the modeling of concurrent Systems. The bases of the theory of partial commutations stand at the meeting point of both Petri nets theory and formai languages and automata theory. A relation of partial commutation, so called relation of independence, is a symmetrie and irreflexive binary relation defined on a finite alphabet. Letters represent actions and two letters are independent if the actions they represent are concurrent. This very simple définition has led to a very fruitful theory: the theory of traces, these last ones being the équivalence classes of the congruence generated on words by a relation of partial commutation. Among numerous and important results having contributed to develop this theory, let us quote the first-rate theorem of Zielonka [17] which, by defining a particular type of automaton, allows to define a strong notion of reconnaissability in traces; let us also quote the very nice theorem of Ochmanski [15] , generalizing the Kleene's theorem by introducing rational opérations adapted to traces. The reader can refer to the state of the art of this theory in [7] .
The only différence between partial commutations and semi-commutations is the relation of independence: it is not necessarily symmetrie anymore. Therefore, semi-commutations are well adapted to the expression of synchronization between process like Producer/Consumer's problems or Readers/Editors' problems. For example, let us consider the alphabet {c,p} where c represents the to consume action and p represents the to produce action. Relation (or rule) of semi-commutation cp -> pc expresses the possibility to produce f aster than to consume. So, the Dyck's language on the alphabet {c,p}, denoted by L>i*(c,p), and representing ail the correct linkings of productions and consumptions in the case of a not bounded memory, is closed by rewriting using this rule of semi-commutation. More precisely, D-^(c^p) is the closure, under the semi-commutation fonction associated with the rule cp -> pc, of the language (pc)* which represents a correct linking of productions and consumptions in the case of a buffer of size 1. As such, a semi-commutation function can be seen as a concurrency operator working on languages.
A natural question, when one introduces a new opération, is to try to express it by using more simple or already known opérations. From this viewpoint, a décom-position theorem, expressed in [3] , stipulâtes that any semi-commutation function is equal to the compound of a certain number of elementary semi-commutation functions named functions of atomic semi-commutations. Another resuit, expressed in [2] allows to express any commutation function as a composition of morphisms, inverse morphisms and partial commutations functions. The number of partial commutations functions occurring in this resuit is however very important.
In this article, we introducé, for any semi-commutation function ƒ, a sequential transformation TJ such that ƒ can be expressed as the compound of T/, a function of partial commutation, and rT 1 . This allows us to enunciate the main results of this work: we give a necessary and sumeient condition, concerning iterating factors of a language, so that the image of this language by a semi-commutation function can be expressed as the compound of two sequential rational functions and a partial commutation function.
This theorem evokes the results expressed by Arnold in [1] on projective CCI sets of P-traces, and also the type of constructions realized by Husson in [11] concerning relèvements towards the partially commutative monoids. It allows to throw a new light on a certain number of previous results which underscore différences between the partial commutations and the semi-commutations [6, 16] .
PRELIMINARIES

NOTATIONS
In the following, E will dénote a finite alphabet. We shall dénote by alph(w) the alphabet of a word u and by e the empty word.
We shall dénote by IIx the projection onto the alphabet X, Le. the morphism defîned by:
Iïx : E* -> X* { x if x G X, £ otherwise.
A word u is a factor of a word v if there exist two words W\ and w^ such that v = wiuw2-We dénote by RF(u>) (respectively LF(u>)) the set of right factors (respectively left factors) of the word w, that is:
The set of iterating factors of a language L over E is:
{u G E* | 3v,iy G E*,tm*w Ç L} -A word u is said to be a subword of a word v if there exists words iuo, u^, wi, ... , t/4, w n such that t; = wow^wi... t^w* ... tü^iün and u = ^^2 • • • w nFor each word v of E* and for each letter a of E, v/a = v if a ^ LF(u) and v/a -a~xt; otherwise.
Let us consider a rewriting system R. We shall write u -> R v if there are a rule a -> (3 in R and two words w and w f such that u -waw / and u = w/3w*. We say that there exists a dérivation from u to v denoted by u ->* R v if there are words wo,wi,...,tü n , (n > 0), such that ^0 = u,w n = v, and for each i < n^Wi -> R Wi+i. The integer n is called dérivation length. When we have u ->* R v with a known dérivation of length n, we shall also write: u -^ v.
Let E be a, set of integers. Then, Ë dénotes N\E. The cardinality of the finite set E is denoted by ||£7||. For a word n, ||u|| a b dénotes the number of occurrences of the factor ab in U^a )b y(u).
PARTIAL COMMUTATIONS AND SEMI-COMMUTATIONS
Let us recall some définitions and some results about partial commutations and semi-commutations (for more details see [7] ). 
With each s emi-commutation (or partial commutation) 0 defined over an alphabet E is associated an oriented graph (or non-oriented): the non-commutation graph (£,#) where E is the node set and 0\ {(x,x) \ x E £} the edge set.
We say that there exists a path from a$ to a n in the non-commutation graph (E, 6) if there exist a x ,..., a n _i such that for each 0 < i < n, (a^, a^+i) belongs to 0. Then, a^a^... a n is a word labelling a path in (E, 0). Définition 2.5. Let 0 be a semi-commutation (or a partial commutation) defined over an alphabet E and u be a word of E*. The word u is said to be strongly connected (respectively connected) if the graph (alph(u),Ö), which is the restriction of the non commutation graph of 0 to the alphabet of u, is strongly connected (respectively connected). Définition 2.6. Any maximal connected subgraph (resp. strongly connected) of a graph G is named a connected component (resp. strongly connected component) ofG.
In some proofs, we will use the notion of minimal dérivation which is linked to the notion of distance between words. Définition 2.7. Let E be an alphabet. We dénote S num = SxN.
We define inductively the application num; E* -• E* um by:
• num(e) = e;
• \/u G £*, Va E E ; num('ua) = num(u)(a, |ua| a ). The morphism denum: E* um -> E* is defined by:
• Vx = (a,z) G E num; denum(x) = a. Let W,Î; G S* be two commutatively equivalent words. The distance from u to v, denoted d (u,v) is equal to Card({(a,6) E E num x E num | num(w) = xaybz} \ {(a,ö) E E num x £ num | num(ïj) = xaybz}).
Let us remark that for each word IA, the word num('u) contains only one occurrence of each letter. It is clear that if v E î$(u) for a semi-commutation 0, then d(w, v) is a bound for the lengths of dérivations from u to v. Moreover, the following lemma shows that each step decreasing the distance is a "good" step: 
IDEA OF THE CONSTRUCTION
Our aim is to show that it is possible to use a transformation, a partial commutation and a strictly alphabetical morphism to compute the closure under a semi-commutât ion of any language. In this section, we show on examples that the function can consist on adding different marks (colors or subscripts) to occurrences of letters. The marks distinguish occurences of a same letter in order to allow them to commute -or not -depending on their position (relative to occurrences of other letters) in the starting word.
Let us consider a finite alphabet S = {a, 6, c} and a semi-commutation 0 -{(a, b)} defined over E. The non-commutation graph of 6 is The idea is to "color" the letters of a word u in such a way that two occurrences of letters a and b receive different colors when they commute in II{ a) 5} and that letters of the coloring of u having the same color are not allowed to commute.
To compute the closure under the semi-commutation 0 of a word u, we use a partial commutation and the colors that bring out some dependences of letters. As the only non-symmetrical rule is ab -> 6a, we only have to color occurrences of letters a and b. Let us consider x and y two consécutive occurrences of letters in Tl{ a^y (u) . These x and y must receive distinct colors in the case when x = a and y = b. In all the other cases, x and y must receive the same color. We give to consécutive b and a or consécutive a or consécutive b the same color and we give to consécutive a and b distinct colors (when a b follows a a, we introducé a new color). Using this method, for a word u = cabbabbaaabab we obtain for example the colored word v = caofri&iai^^^ö^G^frsas^ (where colors are marked by subscripts). We define now the partial commutation g by:
As c does not belong to any couple of 0, it does not receive any color and it does not belong to any couple of g. Now, we dénote by <p the strictly alphabetical morphism which removes colors and it is easy to see that î$(u) = <p o i e {v).
Clearly, this method may lead to use an infinité number of colors to compute the closure of an infinité language. We can notice that the number of colors may be infinité even when the beginning language is a regular language closed under 9 (consider for example the language (acbc)*).
In order to solve this problem, we can remark that, in some cases, it is possible to reuse several times a color in the same word. Consider for example the word u = abcaabacb. The first a receives the first color that is to say 0. The first b is allowed to commute with a so it receives another color, for example 1. The second and the third a receive the same color than the previous b: 1. For the moment we have aobiccbiciibacb. The following b may receive 2 but this b and the first a are the first and the last letter of a subword of u which is a word labelling a path of the non-commutation graph of 6 so, these two occurrences of letters will never be consécutive in any word derived from u. Thus, we can reuse the same color and mark this b with 0. For the same reason, the last b can also receive the color 0, we obtain the word v -aobicaiaiboaocbo-We have again fe(u) ~ (p o f e (v) .
With a partial commutation, we loose the non-symmetry. The use of the coloring makes up for this lost of power because the coloring contains some informations about dependence of actions.
We define in Section 4, a coloring using the same idea than in the previous example. We color words by adding to each letter a color for each sub-alphabet of two letters it belongs to. If a couple (a, 6) belongs to 9 O 9~1 or to 9 f! 0" 1 then the colors of occurrences of letters a and 6 associated with {a, b} is always 0. We color a word from left to right and, for each (a, b) belonging to 9 f) #~x, we color letters a and b in the following way:
we start with color 0; an occurrence of letter a always receives the same color as the previous occurrence of letter of {a, 6}; an occurrence of letter b receives the least possible color. It can be an already used color if the occurrence of letter that has received this color is "separated" from this b by a strongly connected word {Le. is the first letter of a factor whose last letter is this b and which contains as subword a strongly connected word starting with a and finishing with this b), If it is not possible, the b receives the least color that has not already been used.
CONSTRUCTION
We have first to define the coloring we will use. We need a colored alphabet (hère colors are just represented by counters) which only dépends on the beginning alphabet.
Définition 4.1. Let E be a finite alphabet. The colored alphabet corresponding to £ is defined by:
The strictly alphabetical morphism used to remove colors only dépends on the beginning alphabet: 
Now, we can propose a coloring which uses the idea explained in the previous section and which is, in gênerai, defined as an infinité transducer. The définition of the transducer needs two preliminary définitions of sets of words depending of the non-commutation graph of the semi-commutation.
Définition 4.3. Let 0 be a semi-commutation defined over an alphabet E. The set Vex contains words labeling paths of the non-commutation graph of 9 and is defined by:
(£,0) = {xi...x n \ (xi, x n ) e 0 H Ô' 1 , Vi < j < n, (
xi ^ Xj and (x u x i+ i) G 0)}-
Note that the set *P(E,Ö) i s finite.
Définition 4.4. Let 9 be a s emi-commutation defined over an alphabet E. The set ^(£,0) is defined by:
(E,Ö) = {xy\ (x,y) e 9 n9~l,(fiu e Z* } xuy e V e^) } *
Définition 4.5. Let 9 be a s emi-commutation defined over an alphabet E. The transducer T^e) is defined by
where:
• S is the input alphabet and £ c the output alphabet; 
F = E if a ~ z and F = E U {min(Ë QjXa )} otherwise},
-/or eac/i x o/ S ; c(x) is defined by c(x) = mm(E q ' iXa H E q^ax ). Words of the set P(E,Ô) are essential for the coloring, they are used to reduce the number of colors used for a given word. The informations contained in the states of the transducer are used to detect subwords of this set in words that have to be colored. We will speak about "rigid words": Let us now present some terminologies and explain the way the transducer proceeds. For each (a, y) in 6 H £~1, and as soon as the fîrst occurrence of a in a word is read, the transducer memorizes in its states the set of colors that cannot be the color associated with {a, y} of the next occurrence of y, The way to keep these informations in states varies from case to case: Let us remark that, from the définition of the transducer, whenever (x, a) belongs to 6 n 6' 1 or 6 n 6~1, for each state q accessible from q 0 , the sets E q^xa and E Qjax are always empty, since neither xa belongs to ^£,0) nor there exists any word xua or aux in Vrr,,e)-So, in this case, in any word produced by the tranducer, the color associated with {x, a] of each the occurrences of x and a is 0.
In the same way, if (x, a) belongs to 9Ci9~1, for each state q accessible from ço, the set E q^a x is empty.
Conversely, if (x,a) belongs to 9n9~l, (Le. when the use of colors is essential) the transducer assures that only the reading of an a may affect the set of colors associated with {x, a} of following occurrences of x or a. Lemma 4.10. Let 9 be a semi-commutation over E ? (x,a) belong to 9 H 0" 
• either E = 0 (x initiâtes the tuple (x^ua,?;^) in q l )\ • or i£ ^ 0, then this tuple is a représentation of a tuple of q whose value is So, as previously, we have E Ç}Xa = \J {z xua v E)eq E = \J (z xua v , E)eq , E = E q * tXa .
D
We deduce directly from this lemma that when (x,a) belongs to 9 n 9~l two occurrences of x in a word w that are not separated by any occurrence of an a in the projection of w on {x, a} will be colored in the same way relatively to {x, a}: ,(a,c) ). From the définition of the transducer, q' contains exactly the following tuples:
• (a,auy,uy,$) for each word auy in P(s^) w^h y a letter of H. As the occurrence of a read during the transition from q to q f initiâtes the tuple, In this case, since the read of a does not affect such tuples, if 13 (resp. 14) is true in g, it is also true in g'; • (a, ay, 0) for each word ay of ^£,0) such that there does not exist any tuple (z,ay,E) in q. As a is the first occurrence of {a, y} in wa and since E is empty, 13. c is clearly true in g'; • (a, ay, E) for each (z, ay, E) G g. There are two cases:
-if z is equal to a then 13 is true in q. So the the last occurrence of a letter of {a, y} in w is an a. From Property 4.11, this occurrence receives the same color than the last a of wa, that is to say min(iS), so 73. c is true in q f \ -if z is equal to y, 14 is true in q so Ü7 is the set of the colors associated with {a, y} of all the occurrences of a in w. As c(y) = min(Ë) does not belong to E, 13.c is true in q f ; • (a, xa, F) for each (z, xa, E) € g. There are two cases:
-if z is equal to a then F is equal to E. Since I4.C is true in g for w, I4.C is also true in q 1 for wa; -if z is equal to x then i5 is true in g so E is the set of the colors associated with {x, a} of all the occurrences of x in w except the last one which is min(ÎS). As F is equal to E U min(i£), I4.C is true in g' for wa.
As last property of the transducer, we show that the form of the tuples present in a state gives us some informations about the occurrences that initiâtes them. • Now we give the définition of the partial commutation that we apply on colored words to simulate the semi-commutation. 
Lemma 4.13. Let w be a word of E* and {q,T^^(w)) = ö(qo i w) be a calculus o f r (x,d)-If (a,xua,v,E) and (a,xv!a,v f ,E f ) belong to q with E f C E then the occurrence of x that initiâtes (a,xua,v,E) précèdes in w the
| (x,y)GÔne~1 or (x ^ y and c(y) ^ d(x))} •
From this définition and remarks above straight follows the next property:
Property 4.15. Let ô be a semi-commutation over an alphabet T,, w be a word overT, and {x,c),(y,d) two occurrences of letters inr^^(w). Then, we have: (((z,c),(t/,c')) G Q e) => ((Z,ÎO e 0U0-1 ).
We now show two essential properties of the coloring. They assure that two letters that should not commute in a word u but have different colors in the coloring of u or two letters that should commute in u but have the same color in the coloring of u cannot be neighbours in any word of the closure of u under the semi-commutation.
Lemma 4.16. Let 9 be a semi-commutation over an alphabet E. For each word u of S* and f or each (x,y) of6n9~1, the following property holds: (T(S,Ô)(U) = ui{y,c)u 2 {x,c!)uz with c(x) ^ c f (y))
a-(u 2 = vi(2/,ci)v 3 with d(x) = c f {y)).
Proof. Let us suppose that r^^(u) = u\{y^c)u2{x,c l )uz with c(x) ^ d{y). Let us dénote by gi, Ç2, 93 and ç 4 the states oir^te)
sucn that we have ö(qo, tp^(ui)) = (çi,ui), ö(q u y) = (g 2 ,(y,c)), ô(q 2 ,<px(u 2 )) = (qs,u 2 ), and ö_(q 3 
,x) = (ç 4 ,(x,c / ))-By définition, we have c(x) = min(E q2iXy ) and d(y) -mm(E g4iXy ).
If (pj:(u2) does not contain any y, we get from Lemma 4.10 the equality: E q2iXy = E qZiXy -E q4yXy . But c(x) = mm(Ë q2^xy ) is different from d(y) = mm(Ë q4iXy ), so there is at least one occurrence of y in (^^(^2)-Let us consider the last one: 
y/(y,c f )
Q4
Let us suppose that xy belongs to ?(E,0)> there exists a tuple (y,xy>E) in <?4 where E contains exactly the set of colors associated with {x,y} of all the occurrences ofx muiXU2y (Lem. 4.12 /^.c), so E contains c(t/). Asc^x) = min(Ë), the equality c(y) = c^x) is impossible, so xy does not belong to T^Qy
By définition of the transducer, c(y) is equal to mm(Ë q2yXy ) and d{x) is equal to min(Ë q4:Xy ). So q± does not contain any tuple (y, xvy, w, E) such that c(y) = d{x) belongs to E.
The x read between q\ and q<i initiâtes tuples (x, xvy, vy, 0) for each word xvy of 7^(2:^). Let use dénote by x\ this occurrence of x. None of these tuples are represented in q^: otherwise, there fourth components should contain c(y) (Lem. 4.12 Il.c) and we just saw it is impossible. According to Définition 4.9, there are two possibilities for such tuples to be in a state and not to have any représentation in the state reached after a transition.
In the first case, the représentation of the tuple t we consider is (x, xvy, vy, 0) in a state and the input letter is x. Then, this occurrence of x (denoted by x 2 ) initiâtes a new tuple (x,xvy,vy,$) and t has no more représentation. Then, according to Lemma 4.12 12.c^ there is no occurrence of y between the occurrences Xi and X2 of x. We can simply consider the last occurrence of x in x(p^(u2) such that there is no y between this occurrence and the first one and consider the tuple (x, xvy^ vy, 0) initiated by this occurrence to come back to the second case.
In the second case, we have • Now, using the previous properties, we will show that the coloring we have defined satisfy our requirements, that is to say can be used to compute the closure under a semi-commutation. According to Lemma 4.17, X(p£(u2) y is rigid for xy so these occurrences of x and y cannot be side by side in any word of î${u). This lead to a contradiction. So, ((x ; c), (y,d) 
Qe QQ
By induction hypothesis, we have:
If (x, y) belongs to Ö, we have immediately
We will show that the other case can never happen. Let us suppose that (x, y) do not belong to 0. As we know that ((x,c), (y>c f )) belongs to QQ, we deduce from Property 4.15 that (2/, x) belongs to 6 and from the définition of g$ that c(y) ĉ f {x). Since the dérivation is minimal, the occurrences (x,c) and (y, d) that we consider are in the same order in T( S)ö )(w), we have r^,e){ u ) = ui(x,cjU2(y,d)us so, according to Lemma 4.16, U2 -vi{x,ci)v 2 with C\{y) = c'(x). Thus, in each word of Ï Ô9 (T(J:,Ô)( U ))I the two occurrences (x,c) and (y, c') that we consider will ever be separated by a factor containing (x,Ci) since neither ((#, c), (x, ci)) belongs to ge nor ((cc, Ci), (y % d)). This leads to a contradiction, the couple (x,y) must belong to 9. So, v belongs to ie{u) and as conclusion, ^sO^eO^E.e)^))) i In this part, we give a sufficient condition for the image of a regular language by the transduction to be computed by a rational function. For this purpose we try to give a bound to values that can be contain by the sets "E" of the tuples of the transducer. In the following of this section, we consider a semi-commutât ion 9 over a finite alphabet E and T( SJ0 ) = (E, S c , Q,£,ç 0 , Q). Let us first define the property we use: with Uti^jllob greater or equal to n for each % in {1, 2,..., ||E||} and each j in {1,2,... ,2ll 2 H}. So, at least one factor of each u i: j is an iterating factor of L and contains at least one occurrence of a and one occurrence of b. From the (P) property of the language L, we deduce that each u^j has a strongly connected subword whose alphabet contains a and b. In other words, for each Uij, there exists a word au^jb oiVe,Y, such that alph(au^6) is included in alph(au z jb). Since there exists at least ||E|| pairwise distinct couples (i,j) such that the alphabets of corresponding words u %^ are identical, aub is rigid for ab.
• Proof. Let us show the lemma by induction on the length of u. If u is empty, then (a,aab,ab,E = 0) belongs to q and a f = ab is the shortest right factor of aab such that aab is a subword of aa f and \\E\\ ~ 0 = ||a|| a 6. Let us set u -wx with x a letter of S and Ô(qo } vaw) = (s^'a'iu'). By induction hypothesis, there exists a tuple (y, aab, a', E) in 5 satisfying the lemma.
If x is different from b then (z,aab\a f /x,E) belongs to q and the lemma is satisfied.
If x is equal to 6, let us suppose that there exists a tuple (z\ a(3b, b y F) in s. As awb has no left factor rigid for ab, we get E Q F. Consequently, we have the same two cases, if there exists some (z, afib, b : F) in 5 or not:
• when the last letter of Ua^aw) is b then (6, aab, a', E) belongs to q\ • otherwise, (6, aab, a', E U min(jË s>a &)) belongs to q. In each case, the lemma holds. D Proof Let us suppose that u -vx with x a letter of E. Let us set ö(qo,v) = (s, v'). We have ö(s,x) = (g, cc') and, by induction hypothesis. ||jE? S)a 5|| < K L . If ||J5 Sï a6|| < KL, we are done. Otherwise, we deduce from Lemma 5.3: \\v\\ a b > KL -1 = NLIf x is different from 6, ||£? g>a b|| is equal to ||i^a&|| and we are done. Let us consider the case when u = vb and a factorization u\au^ of u such that au^b is rigid for ab and has no proper left factor rigid for ab. Such a factorization exists according to Lemma Proof. We have to show that a bounded number of states are reached in the computation of r^^(L).
For this purpose, it suffices to show that there exists an integer T L such that for each (a, b) of 0 fi 0~l and for each word u of L:
Let us show that the integer KL given by Lemma 5.8 is suitable for T L . Let us suppose that there exists a word u ~ vx with x a letter of E such that <H<?o,^) = (s,?/)) 5(s,x) = (<?,#'), max(I£ S)a k) < K L , and max(ü7 g)a &) > Kx,-From définition of 5, we deduce that E Si ab -{0,1,..., K^} but, in this case we have ll^^ll = K L + 1. This leads to a contradiction with Lemma 5.8. D
A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR THE TRANSDUCER TO BE FINITE
We now show that the condition of Proposition 5.9 is not only sufïicient but also necessary for any rational coloring. In this part, we use a few technical intermediate lemmas that are proved using some formai languages notions which are quite different from the ones seen in the beginning of the paper. Thus, we need to introducé these notions. Proof If the language L does not satisfy the (P) property then there exist three words x,y^u G S* and a subalphabet a of E such that K = xu*y Ç L and a is a connected component of (alph(u), 6) which is not strongly connected. Then, there exist two letters a and b in a such that (6, a) G 0 C\Ö~l and there is no path from b to a in (alph(u), Ö). Let us consider the two following alphabets:
• Ofi = {b} U{zG alph(ti) | there exists a path from b to z in (alph(ïz), #)};
• c*2 = alph(ti) \ ai. Note that for all (x,y) in ai xa 2 , {x, y) belongs to 9 and a^ is not empty since a e CV2-Let us now introducé a new alphabet Ë = {â, b ) x, y} such that Ë n £ = 0 and two morphisms g and h defined from Ë* to £* by:
• Let {Ei,...,£fc} be the corresponding partition of E and let us defined k copies of the alphabet £ : Xi,..., Xfc. Let h^ i € {1,..., k} be the corresponding bijections from E to X^, i G {!,...,&}. Then we clearly have u e K} f] E*( E h x (x)... h k (x))* Since K is a bounded language, the languages { [[^(^h^u) \ u G K} for i G {1,..., k} are bounded languages too. Moreover, we know that Cn(B) is closed under shufile since it is shown in [9] Proof. From Proposition 5.9, we know that the condition is sufficient. Conversely, let us suppose that L does not satisfy (P) and there exist two rational functions h and g and a partial commutation 0' over an alphabet E' such that for each word u in L, fe(u) = g(fe'(h(u))). We shall see that this leads to a contradiction. From Lemma 5.13, there exist a bounded language K Ç L and a rational transduction r such that D x * = r(îe(K))). Since hisa, rational function, we get, from [8] and [10] , that h(K) is a bounded language, then from Lemma 5.15, it follows that ÏQI (h(K)) belongs to C n (B) hence î e {K) = g(î e >{h(K))) belongs to C n (B). It should follow that D{ = T{ÎQ(K))) e C n {B), but this contradicts the following resuit enunciated in [12] : D x * does not belong to the least rational cône containing the family of all the commutative languages which is equal to Cn(B). CH
CONCLUSION
The results of this paper can be used to make a link between some results for semi-commutations and similar results for partial commutations. As conclusion, we present an example of this link.
Let us recall that there exists a sufficient condition to décide whether the closure of a regular language is regular. This condition is about the connexity of the iterating factors of the language and has been shown independently by Ochmanski in [15] and Métivier in [14] for partial commutations and by Clerbout and Latteux in [5] for the semi-commutations. Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let 9 be a semi-commutation over an alphabet E and L be a regular language over E whose iterating factors are strongly connected for 9. According to Proposition 5.9, the language r^^(L) is regular. So, it suffices to show that its iterating factors are connected for the partial commutation QQ to get the resuit.
Let u be an iterating factor of r^^(L). Let us first remark that for each x and each y of alph(w) such that c^s(x) = y?s(y)î ( x >y) do not belong to g$ 1 so the sets of letters which have the same image under (p% form cliques of the graph (alph(u), go). Since u is an iterating factor of T( S)6 i)(L), (px(u) is an iterating factor of L, so for each couple of letters x and y of alph(u), there exists a path from 99s(x) to <px(y) in the non-commutât ion graph (alph(</?s(u)), ö). Let us dénote by ¥>s(aO = ^o, ^i, * • •, ^n-i) ^n = <Ps(y) the vertices of this path. Now, we just have to show that for each Zi and each z i+ x there exists in the graph (alph(w), Q$) an edge between one z^ and one z' i+1 such that <ps(^) = z% and ^E(^+I) = ^i+i-Since there exists an arc between Zi and z i+ \, two cases can happen. If {z i+1 , z^) do not belong to the semi-commutation 0 then, by définition of the coloring, for each (zi, c) and each (2^+1, d) of the alphabet of u, c^+i) = 0 and d(zi) = 0 and we have an edge between (z^E) and (^+i,F). If (2i+i,2i) belongs to 0 then it suffices to show that there exists a (2^, c) and a {z i+1) d) in the alphabet of u such that c(zi+i) = d(zi). This clearly holds: since u is a iterating factor of r( Sjö )(L), we can consider u 2 . In this word, for each letter (2^+1, c') of the alphabet of u } at least one occurrence is preceded by a (z iy c) (with no letter corresponding with a Zi between them). In this case, by définition of the coloring, c(z i+ i) -d(zi), so there is an edge between these two letters. For each couple of letters x and y of alph(u), there exists a path from a; to y in (alph(u), ge), therefore the word u is connected.
Since each iterating factor of r^^(L) is connected for g$, according Theorem 6.1, i Qe 
(r^^(L))
is a regular language. According to Theorem 4.18, f#(L) is the image by the strictly alphabetical morphism cps ûf { Q0 (r^j^(L)) i so this language is regular.
•
